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Let E be a compact set in the complex plane with positive Lebesgue measure, 
and denote by RQ’(E), p > 1, the closure in the P(E) norm of the rational 
functions with poles off E. A point a E E is said to be a bounded point evaluation 
for RP(E) if the map z !-+j(a), defined for the rational functions, can be extended 
to a bounded linear functional on Rp(E). For p < 2 there are no other bounded 
point evaluations for RP(E) than the interior points of E, but for p > 2 there 
may be bounded point evaluations on the boundary, aE. We give a condition, 
in terms of capacity, which is necessary and sufficient for a point on aE to be 
a bounded point evaluation for Rp(E), 2 < p < co, and close to necessary and 
suflicient when p = 2. We also treat bounded point derivations, and the 
corresponding problems for D-spaces of analytic functions on open sets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a compact set in the complex plane with positive Lebesgue 
measure. We denote by l@(E), p > 1, the closure in the Lg(E) norm 
of the rational functions with poles off E. A point x E E is said to 
be a bounded point evaluation for P(E) if the map z -f(z), defined 
for the rational functions, can be extended to a bounded linear 
functional on S’(E). 
Such bounded point evaluations were studied by J. Brennan in 
[l, 21 in connection with problems of invariant subspaces and rational 
and polynomial approximation. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give conditions for particular 
points to be bounded point evaluations for P(E). Brennan also 
studied bounded point evaluations for the closure of the polynomials, 
but the problem of characterizing these points is of a somewhat 
different nature, and will not be treated here. 
It is easy to see that for p < 2 there are no other bounded point 
evaluations for I+‘(E) than the interior points, but for p > 2 there may 
be bounded point evaluations on the boundary, i3E. We will give a 
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condition which is necessary and sufficient for a point to be a bounded 
point evaluation for Rp(E) in the case 2 < p < co, and close to 
necessary and sufficient when p = 2. The condition is analogous to 
Melnikov’s [S] condition for peak points in R(E), the uniform closure 
of the rational functions. A necessary condition was given by Brennan 
in [l, Theorem 4.11. 
In the same way, a point x is said to be a bounded point derivation 
of order s for Rp(E) if 2; bfP)(z) extends to a bounded linear 
functional on R@(E). We give conditions for bounded point derivations 
on e(E) which are analogous to those given by Hallstrom [5] for 
R(E)* 
Let U be an open set (bounded if p = 2) in the complex plane, 
and denote by L,p( U) the space of analytic functions in LP( U). We 
prove below (Lemma 3) that for any x0 E aU and p > 2 the set of 
functions in L,p( U), which have an analytic extension to a neighbor- 
hood of x0 , is dense in L,p( U). Therefore bounded point evaluations 
and derivations can be defined for L,p( U), p >, 2, in the same way 
as above, and we characterize these points also. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge valuable discussions with J. Brennan 
and J. Wermer. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Our conditions are expressed in terms of q-capacity l-‘, (4 will 
always mean p/(p - l)), which is defined in the following way. 
(Lebesgue measure is denoted by dA.) 
DEFINITION. Let K be a compact set. Then 
r,(K) = i:f j 1 grad w l” dA, 
where the infimum is taken over Lipschitz continuous functions w 
with compact support, such that w(x) > 1 on K. For 4 = 2 the 
support of o is assumed to be contained in a fixed bounded region 9, 
containing K. We will assume, without loss of generality, that Q is the 
unit disk. 
For noncompact sets F q-capacity is defined by I’,(F) = 
supKcp P,(K), K compact. 
It is well known that r, is equivalent to logarithmic (Wiener) 
capacity, and in [6] we proved the equivalence of I’, and an “analytic 
p-capacity”. Deeper properties of r, have been proved by Ziemer [lo]. 
We denote by A,(!+,) the annulus {z; 2*-l < 1 z - x0 1 < 2-m}. 
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THEOREM 1. A point x,, is a bounded point evaluation for Rp(E), 
2 <p < cqifandonlyif 
z,, is a bounded point evaluation for R2(E) if 
fn22nr,(&(ab)\E) -=c CQ, 
1 
and x,-, is not a bounded point ewaluation for R2(E) zjc 
~22”r&4&)\E) = 00. 
The conditions for a point x,, to be a bounded point evaluation for 
L,P( U) are the same, if A,(x,)\E is replaced by A,(x,,)\U. 
THEOREM 2. A point z, is a bounded point derivation of order s 
for Rp(E), 2 < p < CO, if and only if 
2 2’“+“““r*(A,(Z,)\E) < co. 
1 
zO is a boundedpoint derivation of order s for R2(E) ;f 
f ,2”‘““‘“r,(A,(z,)\E) < co 
1 
and z,, is not a bounded point derivation of order s for R2(E) if 
2 22’~+l’T2(A,(xo)\E) = 00. 
1 
The conditions for x0 to be a bounded point derivation for L,*(U) are 
the same, if A,(z,)\E is replaced by A,(x,)\ U. 
Remark 1. It follows easily from the subadditivity of r, that 
the conditions can be written in an equivalent integral form, i.e., if 
J&(6) denotes the disk {z; 1 x - z, 1 < S], 
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is necessary and sufficient for x to be a bounded point evaluation when 
p > 2, necessary when p = 2, and 
I 
I‘3vm\E) 1% l/S &j < o3 
0 s3 
is sufficient whenp = 2. See, e.g., Landkof [7, p. 3561. 
Remark 2. For x0 to be a bounded point evaluation for RP(E), 
p > 2, it is necessary that 
This condition, which is analogous to Curtis’ peak point condition [3], 
strengthens the condition given by Brennan in [l, Theorem 4.11. 
A direct proof can be given along the same lines as the proof of 
Theorem 1 above. We omit this. Similarly, for bounded point 
derivations, cf. [S]. 
Remark 3. A comparison of the above conditions with the 
conditions for rational approximation in &p(E) and D(E) given in [6] 
indicates that bounded point evaluations are not closely related to 
problems of rational (as opposed to polynomial) approximation. 
3. PROOF OF NECESSITY 
The proof is a modification of Curtis’ [3] proof of Mel’nikov’s 
peak point condition. 
We will let Q denote the complex plane when p > 2 and the unit 
disk when p = 2. If f is analytic in Q\K, where K C Sz is compact, 
we write 
a(f) = & j/(4 dz, 
where C is any Jordan curve in Sz enclosing K. The following lemma 
was proved in [6, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 1. Let K C 52 be compact. Then there are positive constants 
C, and C, , only depending on p, such that 
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for functions f in L,p(Q\K), 2 < p < co, with j& 1 f(z)/” dA < 1. 
For p = 2, C, = C, = 1127~. 
Without loss of generality we assume that x0 = 0 and that 0 E &Y. 
We write A,(O) = A, and suppose Cr2”gI’,(A,\E) = co. Then for 
any m we can find r so that 
i 2”T,(A,\E) > 1. 
n=m 
By Lemma 1 we can choose compact K, C A,\E, andf, E&P(Q\K,) 
so that 
4fn) b 9 ~&L\E)“‘” ]s,,, If&P dq 
= + ~&%\W llfn Ih\K”,P -
For p = 2 we can choose fn as the Cauchy integral of a positive 
measure pn , 
with some modification of constants, depending on the distance from 
K, to a&‘. 
Then we set g,(x) = a(f,) - x&(x), and h,(x) = z’,,,g,(z). 
Then 
MO) = i 4fn) 3 c i ~*(A,\W’* llfn Iln\K,., - 
m 7n 
We now choose f, so I( f, Ila,K,,P = 2wr,(A,\E)1@. It follows that 
h,(O) > c i 2”‘1 F*(A,\E) > c. 
m 
We shall now show that I( h, IIE,p < C&(O), independently of m. 
(Various constants will be denoted by C.) 
The following lemma is proved as Lemma 4 in [6] for p > 2, and is 
easy for p = 2. 
LEMMA 2. There is a constant C, only depending on p, such that 
forx64-1 u A," &+I 
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ItfollowsthatforxEA,,k <n- 1, 
I f&) I G c2”“+“~&4,\q, 
andforzE&,k >n+ 1 
I f&)1 < c2ng+“rg(A,\q. 
Thus, for z E A, , k < n - 1, 
I &(a B C2ng~&4n\~). 
But g,( 00) = 0, so by Schwarz’ lemma 
I &c4l < C2”g-“~q(4\-wI x I, 1 .z / > 24+1. 
ForxE&,k >n+ 1, 
I &@)I < c2n~r*(4\q. 
Now 
I I hr$W’ dA E 
By the above estimates, for x E A,, 
and 
< Cmin (g , 1) h,(O), 
midc-a.4 
%;, I g&l G C i 2ng~,b%\~) < %,#O. 
R==m 
Thus 
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It remains to estimate x:,“=-, jAInE Czk-, [g, 1~ dA. We find 
s AknE I&-I I” dA G C I,,, 4h-IP dA + I,,,, I 2 P’ Ifd4” dA/ 
< C(2-““(2’“-“*r,(Ax_,\E))’ + Pp Il.&--l II% 
< C(2-2*4,,~(0) + 2-‘“-l’1’“-l’Q”r,(A,,\E)) 
and similarly for g, and gk+r . It follows that 
s I h, Ip dA < %$,s(0) + fj 2”q~&4,\~N E k=m 
Thus 
Moreover, we have shown above that for 1 x 1 E Ak , K < m - 1, 
I h,(x)] < C2+Vzm(0)/I 2 I, so lib,, h,(z)/hJO) = 0, uniformly for 
2 away from 0. 
Suppose now that evaluation at 0 is a bounded linear functional on 
lip(E). Then there exists a function q~ ED(E) such that f(0) = 
SEfwM dA f or allf E Rp(E). In particular, h,(O) = J hm(z)Q)(z) dA. 
But then, for arbitrary E > 0, 
1 b@)l B s, I hag, IdA < j-,.,<, I hvzg, I dA + j->p I hmy ldA 
G 11 hm II&P lj+,., <p Iv Ip dA/“’ -t ~?$f, I M4l j-, I 9 I dA 
< &(O), 
if p is small enough, and m is large enough. This is a contradiction. 
For L,p( U) the proof is similar. 
To prove the necessity part of Theorem 2 we modify the above 
argument (cf. [5]). We assume 
2 2’“f”““r,(A,\E) = 03, 
1 
and choose for every m an I so that 
i 2(~+l)+T,(A,\E) > 1. 
m 
580/10/3-2 
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Ed ;p f,, as before, f,(z) = a& + az/x2 + *** for I x I > zwn, 
and 
Then 
h,(z) = i 28nQgn(z). 
n=m 
and we claim 
But it follows easily from Lemma 2 that 
and then the result follows as before. We omit the details. 
4. PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY 
We first let p > 2, and suppose g=r 2”gr,(A,\E) < CD. 
We consider a rational function f with poles off E, and we shall 
prove that If @)I d Cllf lb , where C is independent off. We can 
assume that f is modified off E so that it is continuous, but still analytic 
in a neighborhood of E. We can also assume that E is contained in the 
unit disk Q. 
We choose closed sets K, C .&\E with nice boundaries so that f is 
analytic in sZ\(ur K,), and so that 
Of course, we need only finitely many K, . 
Then 
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Since K, C A,\E we can choose Lipschitz functions w, with 
compact support so that w,(x) = 1 on K, and J 1 grad We 14 dA < 
I’,(A,\E) + 1/22n. We shall show that these functions can be chosen 
with support in A,-, u A, v A,+1 . 
In fact, let &(x) b e a p iecewise linear, continuous function of ( z ( 
such that I,!J~(B) = 1 on A,, &(z) = 0 outside A,-, u A, U An+l , 
and 1 grad h(z)1 < 2”+2. Set vm = w&~ . Then 
/Igradp,lgdA <C]~wIIq I grad& 1qdA + /JInql gradw, IqdA/. 
Here the second term is less than I’,(A,\E) + 1/22n. By Holder’s 
inequality 
1 w,’ I grad #,, Iq dA < 11 w~‘(2-q’U~‘e-qrin 1, 
But by Sobolev’s inequality (see [9]) 
11 
wy(2-Q) d/j 
I 
(2-qv2 
6 C I 1 grad w 
and J ( grad #m I2 dA < C, so 
I 
!?I2 
grad & 1’ dA . 
I’ d4 
1 \ j I grad pn Iq dA < C (~q(An\E) + ~1’ 
and ~,(a) = 1 on K, . 
We set&z) = supn F%(Z). Then y(z) = 1 on (J, K, and 
I grad ~(41 G c I grad v&)I. 
7l 
We get 
f(O) 
= 2-c j, f(+pd2, 
n 1) 
and since 0 does not belong to the support of 9, Green’s formula and 
the analyticity off give 
If(O)/ = fi ,TqdA I. 
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4c2”jA\K 
I fW (I grad vn-d41 + I grad 942)I 
n 93 11 
This proves Theorem 1 for RP(E), p > 2. 
For p = 2 we have to modify the construction of yn . For each 
n we divide A, into a fixed number of equal sectors, A,, with a 
diameter d = (1 + 7)2+-l, 17 > 0. Let w,~ be the harmonic measure 
of K, n A,, with respect to the unit disk. By comparing with the 
harmonic measure of a disk of diameter d containing Ank it is easy to 
see that, if q is chosen small enough, O&Z) < 1 - (1/2n) for 
2 $A,-, v 4 v A,,, - 
Set ynk(z) = 2n * max(w&z) - (I - (1/2n)), 0). Then 
Moreover, it follows from Green’s formula that for any harmonic 
measure w 
1 =--; 
22 s 
a, 
w(z)=s aZ w d2 
1 aw -- 
2i s W(r)q aZ w dz 
= $ (f3 - a) j $ dz 
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Thus 
and it follows (see, e.g., [6, Lemma 11) that 
s I grad vnk I2 dA < Cnr2(4,\Q 
We set (~~(4 = supk R&+ and it follows that v,,(x) = 1 on K, , 
p,(x) has support in A,_, u A, u A,-, , and 
j I grad vn I2 dA < Cc s I grad y’nk I2 dA < Cnr2(&\E). 
k 
From then on the proof proceeds as before. 
For L,p( U) the proof is similar, once we have proved the following 
lemma. Compare, e.g., [4, Theorem 11.131. 
LEMMA 3. Let f~ L,p( U), p > 2, and let x0 E 8 U. Then, for giwen 
E > 0, there exists an fs E L,p( U) such that fe is analytic in a neigh- 
borhood of z, , and Ju If(z) - fe(z)l” dA < E. 
Proof. Extend f by setting f(z) = 0 for z not in U, and let ‘p 
be a bounded function with compact support, with distributional 
partial derivatives belonging to L*, and which equals 1 in a neigh- 
borhood V of z0 . Write 
Then it is easy to see that T@f e LH( U), and that f - T,f = Tlmmf 
is analytic in U u V. (See, e.g., [4, Chap. II. 1.71) 
Now let g EL*(U), g = 0 outside U, and suppose fugh dA = 0 
for all h E Lp( U) which have an analytic extension to some neighbor- 
hood of z,, . In particular, JgT,,f dA = 0. But 
jhLf dA = j-et1 - df dA - ; j.f(t, 7 dA, j- f$ dA, 
= lf(Cl -&.+;$+A. 
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By Lemma 11 in [6] and Halder’s inequality we can construct v so 
that jf?gdA and jf(a@&!dA are arbitrarily small, and thus 
peke;p. 7% e 1 emma follows, and this completes the proof of 
The proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 2 is the same. 
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